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MANUSCRIPTS

I.

What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats,
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water. Only
There is shadow under this red rock,
(Come under the shadow of this red rock),
And I will show you something different from either
Your shadow at morning striding behind you
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful of dust

-- T. S.

/

Eliot, The Waste

Land
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Funeral Despair
to Kevin
In; Nathan

W. Harter

Immense cathedral...
Your mortar trembles first. then quakes;
Inspiring windows. stained and web-woven
Across the colored dreams of Love's heaven,
Are shattered and splintered - prisms on the ground;
Unseen. the master-carved arches break;
Strong pillars crack and crumble;
Raining dust. the heads of gargoyles. unbound.
From lofty perches tumble.
Destroyed cathedral...
Cold. marble shrines to saints long dead
Are cleft from base to bearded countenance.
Beloved tapestry. unreal romance.
Lies rent and buried in the cataclysm.
Even God's altar topples from the Head!
Fall'n candles start a fire;
Billowed smoke and rising dust - Abysm.
As fiercely storms the pyre.
Decayed cathedral...
Cool embers glow in shaded rifts;
Gray. massive fragments lie in gothic foil
For roaches. worms. and vermin to despoil;
Upheaved from loamy bowels - the catacombs.
My sundered sanctuary naught uplifts.
But suffers passion's stings.
Yet Phoenix. rising from his ashen womb.
Unfolds his mighty wings!

5
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The Coffee-Drinkers
by George E. Curran, 1I1

The view from the booth is so curious,
And the coffee so bitter - and true
To the Cup, earthen, heavy, factory
That scalds my lips and floods my mouth
With the lingering mordancy of still faces,
Drawn and creamy-gray, across the glass.
Waitress! you with the heavy shoes
And cross stride, I have a few coins
And my finished newspaper to offer you.
Fill my cup again - I thirst for the city.
Those, there, leaning at the counter,
Do you know their lives? Tell me truly:
Does he, with the hunched shoulders and wretched
Cough, staring into his cup, have hope
In his sullen vision? Does she, the one in red,
With polished fingers, have love in that
Lipstick she snuffs in the ashtray? And what of
The people in the window, marching face-down;
Is there purpose in their hurriedness? Tell me,
Caterer to the coffee-drinkers!
Coffee is our miracle, you and I;
With spoons and saucers we need not
Wine, nor urns, nor salvation,
Nor time, nor space, nor urgency
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In this, our concrete calvary. I take mine black;

Pour it deep. And others Drink and you shall never thirst!
Drink and you shall never feel!
Drink on and on 'til palms sweat and nerves
Rise like the back of a cat, and sleep.
Sweet sleep, wanders the streets aimlessly,
Touching bums in doorsteps bathed in LampLight. Steady your hand; stir the essence;
Feel life made liquid in your mouth;
And with that bitterness, that acid pungency,
Raiseyour head to meet across the table
The shadows, the sordid generation who are known
To me - prophets all! - the coffee-drinkers!

7
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The Burial
IIllonymous

Scattered against the
bleak grass of late August
dead stumps lie
Forgotten trees grounded
in the earth
Returning since day of birth
Rejecting nourishment for growth
Unmoved by the sun's demonstrative warmth
Feeling no wind through harboring rain
Lying exposed
but forbidding, to the life around them
Decaying remembrance
Shrouded in grey
Unwillingly adopting crippled positions
Demanding rest for weary limbs
and relying on time to
perform the last pre paration for death.

There is a Fire
by Sheri Leidig
In the dark tunnels of our minds,
where worries manifest themselves,
and the small creatures of darkness
prey on our thoughts
There is a fire
a dim flicker of light,
of hope,
of love.
In the darkness of time,
like a dwarfed child, it stands
and looks to the sky
where our dreams drift by.
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Metaxy
by Nathal1

W. Harter

I.

Disturb me in my mute, laconic youth;
Divulge the questions; paint the rainbow black;
And offer me sweet symbols of alarm
That revelation posits in our age.
Unmask the comic; hide from manic guile
The gross mechanics of a tempting smile.
Strike down the barriers of unbelief,
And sidle me up to unblemished dread.
For I am troubled by tranquility;
Untouched, I reason that I am unloved.
Beset me with the elements of truth.
The hopelessness, the desperate condition.
Show me man.
Clouds, disaster, burial -Such are the evidence of providence.
I can find peace in tempests; what I fear
Is artificial order, unripe thought,
and fisticuffs to straighten what is smooth.
II.

Deliver me! I stand against unreason
And am overwhelmed. Ugliness is meant
To twist the senses into timid parts.
Oh, martyrdom is easy among friends;
It is the sound of hammering and wood,
The taste of Vinegar, mixed with last sweat,
The smell of rabbled dust, and your own rot,
The wet, averted eyes of family
That bore into the sensibilities,
Erasing everything you would avow
If only you could stop and rest for now.
Transport me on, I welcome death or flesh,
So long as ethical considerations
Unsettle nothing but the other guy.

9
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Fern Dancing
by George E. Curral1, III

In passing, you felt for years and years unexplained,

Creeping, wet coolness - like despair Where the forest opened to settling mist, quivering
Shadows, and primitive green things sucking on rot;
But you stopped once when the wind rose
To watch the ferns splash and dive and bend
In a weird dance that reminded you of

Waves breaking on rock, or stones thrown in a pond,
Or the sting - like nausea - of her tears
On your cheek as she pressed pity,
Wrenching sour wine, or the spurt of that last
Gasp that went unheard, being too heavy.

/

/
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And you thought to run. but the ferns calmed
In resolution and then rose en masse
To sway the wind. ali of it - the music!
And a tender hand. green-white. clasped you
By the neck. drawing ice through
Arteries. to dance to the airy dirge
For the thousand green corpses entombed in
Mouldering earth. Eyes frosted quartz and
Ferns pulsed kaleidoscope in geometric rhythm.
Throwing you into the dirt where you found
Your regrets dipped in quicksilver.
Wrapped in moss.
And with hands blue as the vein over your
Lover's breast and with thoughts running FireCold. you plucked a fern while it still fanned cooly,
Dipped it in a mushroom. and with that Wrote poetry.

t t
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August Day
by Kevin Ault

I push my Coors into a styrofoam cup
vainly trying to keep it ice cold
protected from hot August sun
my modified ghetto-blaster
cranks out ZZ Top at 110 decibels
inches from my ear
The hot sun bakes my skin and muscle
me and several others
at the clubhouse pool
Something familiar about this feeling
Thoughts of you clinging, clawing
at the corners of my mind
I let them into consciousness
Feelingyour hot bare skin
baking my skin and muscle
my heart and emotions
With these thoughts
I scrape my toes
against the concrete
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II.

Many arrivals make us live: the tree becoming
Green, a bird tipping the topmost bough,
A seed pushing itself beyond itself ...
What does what it should do needs nothing more.
TIle body moves, though slowly, toward desire.
We come to something without knowing why.
-- Theodore Roethke, The Manifestation
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The
Realization
by Kathleen Saterlee

/

Rose slept in my lap as John sped silently past the many small hotels and
tourist attr actions. It was November, and a cold New England rain fell steadily
on the car. The world outside the car seemed so forbidding. I felt defeated
before I had even begun. I was not sure why I wanted to come back. It had
been five long heartbreaking years since I walked out. Neither my parents
nor I had tried to communicate with the other. Why was I doing this? To say I
was sorry. No, I was not sorry for what I had done. Perhaps, though, I was
sorry for the pain I inflicted.
I tried to call my parents earlier in the evening, but there was no answer. I
dared not write or call sooner, knowing that I would have been flatly refused.
Their rejection might have kept me away for the rest of my life. But I wanted
Rose to know her grandparents before she was too old. It was not fair to
keep her away from them. A child needed grandparents, and I was not going
to let my foolish pride keep her away from them.
Rose stirred a little in her sleep and brought me out of my thoughts. Her
small gray eyes opened as she murmured, "Mama"
"It's okay, Honey. I'm here." I brushed some of her silky blond strands
away from her face. She was a beautiful child, always smiling and laughing
with sparkling gray eyes. She had her grandfather's eyes. I wondered if he
would notice. I drew her closer to me and breathed, "I love you, Rose."
A small smile drew across her face, "I know, Mama" She settled her head
against my shoulder and drifted off again. The car was silent, and I tried to
sleep but could not. As we drew closer to my home town, I became very
apprehensive. I reached over to touch my husband John's hand. He
squeezed my hand. He knew my feelings well, especially on this subject. I
saw that he was tired. I hoped we would at least be able to sleep at my
parents' home. We were low on money, after a vacation south; and it was
unlikely that any of these small inns would cash a check.
We rounded the bend, and there stood the house where I spent the first
nineteen years of my life. It was large and off the road a way. The large oaks
that surrounded the house made it seem very solemn on such a dark night. A
light burned in the study. My father would be up. I prayed that my mother
would be asleep. It would be better if she saw me in the morning.
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I sat in the car. unaware that john had turned off the car and now sat
looking at me.
"Meg?"
"What? Oh. john .: I cried urgently.
"I know." he whispered gently. "Don't worry. They are only your parents.
They still love you. They could never stop. just as you will always love Rose."
He was right. I learned when I became a mother that being a parent had its
ups and downs. but you never stop loving your children.
"Let's go." I said.
My heart skipped a beat when I pushed the doorbell. The minutes seemed
like years; and when I finally heard footsteps. I wanted to run away. I don't
know what it was that kept me on the front steps. Finally. the thick door
opened and my father peered through the screen.
"Yes. Can I help you?"
"Daddy?" I had wanted to sound firm. but instead I squeaked.
"Meg?" Dad asked. He opened the screen and shouted. "Meg! What are
you dolng ...come in." He opened his arms. and I ran into them. He kissed my
forehead then held me out to look at me.
"Oh, God. it's been so long ...What a surprise...l've missed you ...You 100k...1
mean...1must tell your mother."
"No. Oh Dad." I tried to say; but it was too late. He had already called my
mother.
"Who's at the door. dear?" she called as she came through the kitchen
door. As I turned. I saw her surprised face fill with hatred.
"Ruth." my father excitedly exclaimed. "It's your daughter. Meg."
I looked into her face. I could see that she still remembered the fight and
why I had left. She didn't even look at john. but she glanced at Rose. Rose
awakened in the excitement and rubbed her eyes with her tiny hands. When
she couldn't look at Roseany longer. she turned to her husband. "She may be
your daughter. but she isn't mine." Then she turned to me. "You're welcome
to stay the night. I don't want to see anyone out in that weather. I would
appreciate it if you left early tomorrow."
..Ruth.," my father started.
"Don't say anything. George. I have my mind made up." And with that. my
mother turned and stalked out of the room.
After that. things were quiet. john went out to the car and got our traveling
bags. I took Rose up to myoid room. The room was just as I had left it that
warm May evening. My parents had not touched a thing. Then I realized they
knew all these years that I would return.
Rose had already fallen asleep on myoid bed by the time john arrived with
the bags. He helped me put Rose's pajamas on. because I was shaking too
badly to do it myself. After we tucked Rose in her bed. john held me.
When I regained my composure. we silently crept down the stairs. He
walked me to the door of my father's study. where I was sure my father
would be. and kissed me softly. As I knocked on the door. john started up the
stairs. He knew I needed to be alone with my father. My father smiled as he
opened the door. I looked toward john as he stood on the landing. He
winked. and I was no longer scared.
Sitting in the huge leather chair. I felt secure. My father and I talked for
hours and hours. We spoke of my life. and of his and Mother's. I told him all
about Rose and john. I explained to him that I learned a great deal since I left.
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"Motherhood," I explained, "allowed me to realize why you as parents did
the things you did. I can't say I am sorry for leaving, because alii can see is the
good from it. God didn't damn me for leaving like Mama wanted, Daddy. He
blessed me with a beautiful daughter and a terrific husband. Dad, I never
wanted to hurt you or Mama, but, well, please don't let Mama hate me."
"She doesn't hate you. She's been waiting a very long time for you to
return. You'll see.You know aswell as I that she just needed time. I think she's
had enough time. Listen, it's late. Go up and get some rest. You look
exhausted. Things will be better in the morning."
I got up to leave. When I reached the door, I turned. "Daddy, I love you."
"I know," he said. "I love you, too."
When I awoke the next morning, I found the sun shining brightly through
the guestroom window. I slipped out of [ohn's arms, fastened a robe around
myself, and stepped into the hallway. When I reached the stairs, I heard
laughter. I could not imagine who it could be, so I assumed Rose found the
television. After I descended the stairs, I realized that the sounds were not
coming from the family room where the television had always been. It was
coming from the kitchen. I entered the kitchen and saw my mother and my
daughter laughing together. When they discovered I was in the room, Rose
ran up to me.
"This is my grandma. Mommy," Rose boasted to me. "She said so."
I looked up to find my mother smiling affectionately at me.
"Come in, dear, and join us."
I walked over to my mother and hugged her. Rose joined in, holding my
legs. After our embrace, my mother whispered to me.
"Meg, I don't know what to say."
I looked at her and smiled. "Try, 'I love you,' Mom."
She smiled. "I love you."
I reached for her hand. "Me too, Mom."
Rose,after being ignored much too long, tugged on my robe and asked,
"What 'bout me?"
My mother laughed, picked up Rose,and tickled her. "Of course, we love
you too, honey. Who couldn't help but love such a terrific little granddaughter." Then she glanced at me.
"Or such a wonderful daughter."
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As One We Will Never Be
by Susan Dillingham

As one we will never be
But as two, like a pair of Oaks
Standing not in each others' shadow
Yet close, sharing the night's rain
In our roots and dividing God's
Sunshine at leafs tip.
United as one only weakens
Separate, like the trees, a stride apart ...
Though leaning with the gust of
Eachwind-storm ... together.

t7
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Broken
by Gina R. E. Zellmer
You are the misfit
the broken toy,
unwanted ...
unincluded,
the aimless target of others' cruelty.
You feel so much hate inside
that if only you could know ...
I am your friend
and I love you dearly
for we are
one ...the same.
Lam broken too.
the hurt you are feeling, I feel.
I live your loneliness.
I cry the tears in your eyes...
as they stare at me
in the reflection of the
mirror.

The Need for Tears Like Rain
by Jane Baird
The need for love hits like a storm
and subsides when the sun
shines through the clouds.
A shimmery veil shapes the face
of a lover seen through the
blurred reflections of a pool.
The puddles turn to rain and
the night is lost
in the flood.
Tears find a place tonight.
They relieve the heart and
help the soul to shine again.
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Lonely
by Janet Renard
I see faces in every corner
and hear the pleasantries exchanged
while waiting in the
checkout line
to buy my Cheerios
and Campbell's soup,
just like homemade.
And at school
in a dormitory with 350
American-heart-of-the-mid-west
18-22 year olds, I hear the same
words said again and again.
Frustrations in every face
and disappointment with
life in general are
on the tips of their tongues
But the words come out sounding like
"I like your new shoes,"
and "How drunk were you
last weekend?"
Eleanor Rigby would feel
quite at home here.
I, too, have a jar by the door
for my face,
and though I want to think of myself
as fuller than
the shadows I see around me,
I sometimes find myself watching
Family Feud or
All My Children
or talking about the
latest thing in a French Braid.
And what is worse, I
catch myself thinking about such
things, and I understand.
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Snowbound
by Lincoln Konkle

"It would be a hell of a night to get snowbound," thought Professor
Benjamin Brooke as he steered his '76 Chevy wagon out of a skid on to the
snow-covered interstate highway. The road wasn't the only thing being
covered by a blanket of snow. Winter's first heavy blizzard was turning the
southern Illinois landscape into a desert of white sand dunes.
Ben was on his way to Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona for the annual
conference of the Professional and Amateur Astronomers of America. He
precariously guided his car down the deserted two-lane road, wishing
silently that he had stayed home as he had stayed home for the last 13 years
since he had earned his Ph.D.in astrophysics. But a strange uncharacteristic
restlessness--Iike the instinctive perception of spring that awakens the
hibernating bear--had been growing inside him during the past months. With
the four week vacation in between semesters from the state university
where he taught a general Astronomy course, seven days in Arizona and
seven more days to get there and back would still leave two weeks with his
wife and children for Christmas.
At the moment, Ben's increasing awareness of the vulnerability of a man
driving a car on a snow-covered, unfamiliar road was responsible for a more
immediate restlessness. Not only was it snowing so hard that his headlights
could barely pierce the thick shroud of falling snow, but the temperature was
near zero. He was shivering as much from the thought of having to walk to
safety if he had an accident as from the bone-chilling cold. Turning the heater
to high, Ben hoped that it wouldn't make him drowsy. A car passed him,
travelling in the opposite direction. He caught a momentary glimpse of a
familiar looking man bundled up in heavy clothing and leaning forward to see
better through the tr anslucent white fluff that seemed to be trying to smother
the vehicle and its occupant. It was the first car that had come along for quite
some time. Ben felt a kind of comradeship with the other "Braver of
Blizzards."
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Being on the road for seven straight hours had provided the opportunity
for doing a lot of thinking. Ben glanced out the window and saw the
snowflakes coming dead at him from a point just overhead. He knew this was
an illusion. The man who had just passed him going in the opposite direction
also perceived the snowflakes as coming in a head-on attack. "It's the same
with starlight," thought Ben as he unsuccessfully tried to suppress ayawn. He
let his mind drift to the non-major Astronomy course that he had been
teaching for the past 13 years. "Aberration of starlight, what is it?" he would
ask while writing the term on the blackboard in the sparsely filled classroom.
By this point in the lecture, most of the small number of students present had
either fallen hopelessly asleep or were engrossed in the daily student
newspaper. Surprisingly, one student raised her hand. "What's your sign?"
He hesitated. "My sign?" "You know; your astrological sign. I bet it's Pisces.
You've got kind of fishy eyes." He thought. as he straightened his glassesselfconsciously, "It was a response, anyway." Ben called on one of his old
faithfuls who always sat in the front row, bright-eyed and his calculator ready.
"Aberration of starlight is a spectrum shift that gives the appearance that the
Earth is intercepting the light rays from stars direct on." The boy gave the
correct answer, as he always did. Ben respected his intelligence and
dedication, but was also intimidated by it. He saw a younger version of
himself, full of the promise of greatness. "Who or what had broken that
promise," he wondered.
"Aberration of snowflakes," murmured Ben while chuckling to himself. It
was getting cozy with the warmth of the car and a fascinating subject: the
stars, planets, galaxies--these were his world. Pleasant nostalgia spread
through his mind: inquisitive youth going out on warm summer nights when
the sky was hot with multitudes of stars sprinkled across the icy depths of
black space, wondering about the meaning of it all. Or the excitement of
bringing his own children out to view the tantalizing pinpoints, trying to
explain that they were actually burning maelstroms of nuclear explosions
producing light and warmth that took millions of years to reach the Earth.Yes,
it had always been nice to gaze dreamily at the stars. In fact, he could see
them now, from right inside his nice, warm car. There they were, tracing their
nightly paths across the sky. But something was wrong ... "They're falling!
The stars are falling--what the hell?" Ben yelled as he jerked himself awake.
He cracked the window and lowered the heat, realizing that it was time to
look for a place to spend the night. He needed to get off the road, but
~oluntarily and in one piece. Having lost the map at the beginning of his
Journey, he didn't know how far the next town would be, but he knew that as
the Milkyway is littered with stars, so are state highways with small towns
and motels.
Now wide awake, Ben steered out of another skid as the road began to rise
sharply. The blizzard had seemed to let up, and he hoped to be able to spot a
town or the flashing neon of a motel from the crown of the hill. Although he
did see the faint star-like twinkle of streetlights, he failed to see what blocked
the road until it was too late. Bright lights nailed his eyes. Temporarily
blinded, he swerved off the road and stopped abruptly as the car came up
hard against something. Once again, Ben was seeing stars, but only until
everything faded into blackness.

* * *
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"There's a girl in there about to give birth."
He paused. "She's only fifteen."

The blackness painfully gave way to an eerie, flashing yellow light. As he
wiped blood from his forehead, three figures silhouetted by the flood of light
approached the car. Ben couldn't tell who or what they were; they looked
like ... zombies! A disfigured visage suddenly appeared in the window,
causing him to jump, but he saw it was only the very human face of an old
man.
"You all right?" asked the old man as he helped Ben out of the car.
"Uh ... yes, just a bump on the head. What's happened here?"
"Couple of kids stuck in a snowdrift, blockin' the road. The rest of us just got
here a few minutes ago. Guess you didn't see us parked there. Lucky you
went off the side of the road." The combination of headlights reflecting off
the snow gave the scene a heaven-like iridescence that made it difficult to
see.The old man, dressed in a collage of sweatshirts and jackets, his grizzled
gray beard sparkling with tiny ice particles, stood in front of the other two
"zombies." One zombie was a bear of a man, well over six feet tall and thickset=but not from winter clothing. The other was a high school-aged boy
dressed for a party, not a snowy roadside gathering.
Ben's car was snowbound in a large drift where he had run off the road.
There was another snowbound vehicle in the middle of the narrow highway;
in it, a masculine figure leaned over the front seat, his attention fixed on
something in the rear. The yellow flashing light came from a semi tractortrailer immediately behind it. An old beat-up truck was pulled off to one side.
After it, a sleek Corvette sat idle. Ben also noticed that it had stopped
snowing.
"You're not a doctor by any chance, are ya?" asked the old man.
"No, why? Is someone hurt?"
"Worse," he answered; the lines in his face seemed to get longer and
deeper. "There's a girl in there about to give birth." He paused. "She's only
fifteen." Ben shook his head. He didn't know what the world was coming to.
The big man announced that he was going to radio for help. He remembered
seeing the famous golden arches. "And where there's the golden arches," he
said, smiling grimly, "there's bound to be life." Ben and the others wentto the
car caught in the clutches of the snowdrift. As they walked, he saw that the
stars were out, but it was impossible to determine if they added any light to
the oppressive gloom.
The car blocking the road contained a very young-looking girl covered by a
blanket lying on the rear seat. A slightly older-looking young man with beads
of perspiration standing on his neck knelt in the front seat while holding her
hand reassuringly.
"This is the girl and her brother," the old man offered. Ben thought it was a
poor excuse for an introduction.
"Is he a doctor?" asked the brother with such pleading and desperation in
his voice that Ben momentarily regretted that he had studied the universe
instead of the art of healing. He started to explain that he was a professor of
astrophysics, but the anxious young man interrupted.
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"We've got to do something! It's starting!" As if to offer proof of her
brother's statement, the girl's body tensed under the blanket and a small cry
of pain escaped her lips, The trucker returned through the heavy snow only
to report that though there was a doctor in Pequad,the one four-wheel drive
vehicle they had was out rescuing townspeople snowbound north of
Pequad,
The old man said, "We can wait for the snowplow, should be along soon."
"Yes, but the baby may come sooner," Ben replied. They all knew it was a
bad situation. At fifteen, the girl's bones would not even have had time to
mature. It looked like one of them would have to deliver, but who? He had
seen all three of his own children born, but to do a delivery himself? Ben
spoke to the trucker. "Could your truck make it to town if we move the car
out of the way?" He knew he was doing something unusual: he was taking
charge. But then the whole situation was unusual ... or was it?
The trucker proceeded to calculate out loud the required distance and
speed with the semi's weight and maximum acceleration that would be
needed to build up enough momentum to plow through any average size
drift. Ben was surprised to hear such sophisticated mathematics coming
from a truck driver, a class of humans that he placed only slightly above the
Neanderthal. "I'll need at least a half-mile clear of large drifts," he concluded.
"Okay. We'll have to dig the kid's car out and push it off to the side of the
road. We'll put the girl in your truck and get her to the doctor. Everyone who
has a shovel, get it. Young man, you run ahead and check the road for
approximately a half-mile." Ben hadn't expected anyone to object to his plan
since they all seemed eager to help the girl, but the party-dressed youth had
other intentions.
"Go to hell, man. I'll freeze to death. I'm going back to my car and wait for
someone to get us out of this goddamned place." Ben was shocked at the
kid's lack of compassion, but then he saw the dilated pupils and running nose
that might have been due to more than just the cold and dark. The trucker
intervened, speaking in a soft, low voice. When it was evident that he was
getting nowhere, he slapped the youth. The boy's face flushed a brighter red
from humiliation and anger than from the blow or the cold. He hesitated, but
at last trotted off, the darkness engulfing him and the road. The bear of a man
shook his shaggy head as he turned to get his shovel. "I hated to do that. The
boy needs some encouragement and understanding to help him, not slaps in
the jaw. He probably gets plenty of that at home.
They were making considerable progress on the destruction of the drift.
Even the former young rebel helped after returning to announce that the
road was in favorable conditions for a mile ahead. The girl's brother was
frantically scooping snow with his bare hands; the old man wheezed and
puffed with every shovelful, but kept on; the trucker used his massive arms to
dig and lift out hunks of snow three times as large as anyone else's. It was
almost cleared away when they were interrupted by the girl's scream.
Ben climbed into the rear of the car. He knew he would have to do it. He
tried to calm her, acting confident as if he were using a telescope to discover
a nova. His heart simultaneously warmed and chilled when she manged to
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smile with the same innocent trust that had led her into her present
predicament. However, her brother didn't share that same trust.
"Wait a minute! Do you know what the hell you're doing?" he shouted,
whirling Ben around so they faced each other. The others quickly came to the
rescue, holding down the doubting Thomas.
"Does it make any difference?"whispered the big burly man. "What other
choice is there?"
The old man said, "But this sure is the God-blessedest place to be glvtn'
birth."
The trucker brought his first aid kit; the old man provided another blanket;
and the party-dressed youth fetched Ben's suitcase containing towels, clean
and white. They wanted him to perform a successful delivery. Ben had never
been very religious, and he knew it was one hell of a time to start, but he
needed all the help he could get. It was too late. Without warning, the girl's
birth canal erupted into a fountain of blood. Her brother screamed and had to
be held down again. Ben could see the baby trying to come out, but the path
was somehow blocked.
"Damrnit," he cried inside his skull. The baby's white head suddenly
appeared. Ben gently took hold ... there was a pulse! Then the baby was in his
hands, slippery with blood and mucous, but alive. The others cheered; Ben
cursed. The blood was gushing--something was damaged inside. Her
brother went berserk.
"Goddamnit, help her!"
"I'm trying," Ben yelled as he stuffed towels in to try to stop the bleeding.
When the towels were red, Ben felt his throat constrict until he thought he
would choke to death.
"Do something, you asshole!"
"What? Tell me what!"
"She's bleeding to death, you mother ------!"
"I know it!"
"Goddarnnit, she's dying! Goddamn the world! Gori->"
"I know, I know, I know!"
Ben sat slumped down in his car seat. Hewas not dead or even asleep, but
just waiting, as they all were, for the snowplow to come and free them so
they could continue their journeys down the lonely winter road. His whole
being was numb. The doctor had said that he had done all he could have, not
knowing anything about abnormal fetal positions or uteral damage. At least
the baby had lived. But he still felt partially responsible--living in a society,
hell, the whole damn universe, where this kind of thing happened. He
thought. "The irony of it: dying to bring forth life." It was the strongest
conviction he had felt in years.
Beyond the windshield were the stars he loved so much, had spent years
studying, trying to learn all of their secrets ... but always missing something.
They were twinkling, as if to mock him. "Scintillation," Ben recited by heart.
"caused by the turbulence of the atmosphere." He scanned the sky, but to his
astonishment he couldn't pick out a single constellation. The others were
sitting listlessly as well, snowbound travellers waiting to be set free. They
were all visible in the intervals of the semi's flashing yellow lights. He didn't
know any of their names, but he would never forget them. "Ah ... " There was
Orion with his mighty sword raised=to strike another blow?
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Here was the old man in his truck, both of them run down, but still plugging
away. The trucker with a higher education in his past who had left it for the
road, would be headed for a west coast terminal. The driver of the Corvette,
the boy not dressed for winter, would make it to his party. He was rebellious,
maybe hooked on drugs for any number of valid reasons, but he too had
joined in. The brother, who would pay a bitter visit to the morgue that night,
knelt in the front seat, his attention fixed on something in the rear. Finally,Ben
himself: feeling ... what? Disillusionment? Failure?They were only words
covering his feelings. He would be headed for Arizona.
"No." It took him only a moment to decide that he was going home. His
restlessness had been abruptly quenched. Ben needed to be with Mary and
his children. He would drive all night. He wouldn't be able to sleep anyway,
not until he cried into her shoulder, she rocking him like a little boy who has
cut his hands.
The flashing light of the snowplow came down over the same hill that Ben
had come down what seemed to him like days before. The plow stopped, its
driver jumping out to assess the best way to clear the road of snowbound
vehicles. Ben started his car and turned the heater to high. "Darnrnit," he said
as he looked out the windshield, for once again, it had begun to snow.
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III.

My heart is awed within me when I think
Of the greatest miracle that still goes on,
In silence, round me-the
perpetual work
Of thy creation, finished, yet renewed
Forever. Written on thy works I read
The lesson of thy own eternity.
Lo! all grow old and die-but
see again,
How on the faltering footsteps of decay
Youth presses-ever
gay and beautiful youth
In all its beautiful forms.
--William Cullen Bryant, A Forest Hymn
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A Fine Day
by Regina Glynn
Joe slowly lowered his lanky body onto the soft green grass. The morning
dew dampened his clothes. He gently sighed, paused, then lifted his head to
feel the softness of the sun's warming breath upon his face. Joe'seyes closed
in pleasure as his hand reached across the new grass to feel the silky coat of
his ever-present Beau.The hound knew comfort with his master and nudged
his body closer until his long grey and white nose rested on joe's knee.
The rising sun was sweetly warm and fresh. Truly it was a morning to sip
and savor. joe's conscience poked at him as he thought of the wood Ma
wanted brought in. But wouldn't she be happier with some fresh fish for
lunch? Once feeling justified, boy and dog settled comfortably at Black Pond
for some carefree fishing.
joe swung his crooked pole across the calm water and watched his strung
worm fall softly into the barest ripple. The waves danced outwardly onto the
pond. It was so quiet and peaceful; he could taste the freedom of solitude.

Joe had always been taller and shyer than anyone else in school He felt
somehow awkward and excluded. But as the oldest boy, he had responsibilities to his Ma She depended on him. Today should not be any different, he
thought guiltily.
He thought of yesterday at the post office, meeting Ginny. She had hardly
noticed him at all in school. But there she was yesterday, looking up at him
with such quiet eyes, deep, dark and still - like the pond. They had not
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exchanged greetings. He felt himself blushing as he wondered what he must
have looked like to the popular Ginny, always as happy as a springtime
cricket.
Feeling a nibble on his line, Joe hoped it would be a big one. The fish was
easily two pounds. Ma would be pleased.
Joe gently undid the hook from the fish's mouth and slid it into his pouch.
Beau looked up expectantly, ready to march home, or preferably to settle
back on the warm grass. Joe fondled the dog's neck for a brief instant. He
received in return a wet kiss,just one, for Beauwas a dignified old hunter not
given to undo fuss.
Joe glanced out across the still water, and again thought of Ginn's dark
eyes looking up at him, deep and quiet. His mind played with him. Could her
eyes be suggesting an unspoken bond?
Joe laughed at his foolishness, feeling strangely excited, as if a great
promise had suddenly been made to him. What a beautiful morning, he
thought, glancing anew at the brilliantly green trees which somehow seemed
just as happy as he.
As they came around the bend in the road, Joe could see his old house and
Ma at the clothesline. Beau noticed the kittens coming out from under the
house and ran ahead to "grandfather" them into being careful, like he always
did. Ma was calling, her voice stern but not angry. "Joe, did you forget the
wood you were goin' to bring in this mornin'? I had to send Jeremy so I could
get the fire goin'."
Joe's eyes twinkled as he waved the fish: "Good, I reckoned Jeremy just
might be next in line for that chore." Ma looked up at her sixteen-year-old,
her first-born, all arms and legs like a colt. His eyes beamed straight at her.
Shesaw the magic of the morning on her son's face. Hope smiled deep in her
heart. Yes, it was going to be a fine day.
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Morning
by Tracey Rice
The morning woke and rubbed its eyes
And then began to light the skies.
Would clouds be there to shade its light
Or sunny rays to make it bright?
Then morning saw within its reach
A wond'rous thing that it could teach.
Each day of sun or clouds or rain
Would pass and ne'er return again.
50 morning with its promised glow
Must 'waken all and make them know,
That life on earth will pass with haste.
There isn't any time to waste.
For in God's greatest Master Plan
The immortality of man
Gives only moments here on earth,
Eternity gives second birth.
That we with morning can survey
The miracle of each new day,
Its joys and sorrows, dreams and fears,
Its time that's wasted through the years...
And as we watch the world below,
Much wiser for at last we know,
Like Him we passed that way alone,
5aved--for our sins He did atone.
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My Own Quiet Corner
by Eileen Hoover
My own quiet corner of the world,
my solace
my contentment
my brother by my side
and we went forth to discover
I, the naive
the trusting
he, the cynic
the older
felt he must know more
even when he didn't
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but together we for aged
eyes turned wonderingly upward
then downward
his steps were quiet on the earth
in his soft leather shoes
mine were louder
my hard soles disrupted
the quiet of the delicate calm
"Are we on a path?" I said.
"Don't worry," he said. "I know
where we are."
I followed
he followed
both led by wonders yet ahead
we found pine needles
now ever brown
and shuffled through remains
of leaves long fallen -a little spongy now
and small white butterflies
told little stories
of life as part of the breeze
"We hardly ever see butterflies at home,"
I said.
"Home's polluted,"
he said.
"Oh."
we found silver
in the rocks of the stream
tiny sparkling bits underneath
shimmering ripples of water
"Diamonds," I said.
"Mica," he said.
"Oh."
we found a menagerie of
crawling things
black
brown
white
gray
ugly
bugs
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two legs
six legs
eight legs
more legs than anything would ever
need legs
in the midst of the quiet
to lift just one rock
began tremors of activity
disrupted whole ways of life
with giant hands as homewreckers
"What do they eat?" I asked.
"Each other," he answered.
"Oh."

I smiled when I looked at my shoes
the toes were brown
soft dusty brown
around every bend
up every hill
over each rock
we sought and found
funny creatures
strange plants
weirdly shaped trees
"Someone's calling us," I said.
"Whippoorwill," he said.
I looked
and smelled
and listened
and learned
and loved
"I can't wait to take all of this home with me,"
I said.
"You can't take a forest home with you, dummy,"
he said.
I didn't think he knew so very much after all.
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Life Science, 101
by Janet Relwrd

Dear little man,
(shorter than even I without my heels),
I anticipate your strolling in,
hugging under one crooked arm a time
beaten notebook and under the other arm
the plastic Euglena,
with your polyester coat, buttoned over an
equally polyester midnight blue shirt,
and polished earth shoes.
Myopia, sir, afflicts you
behind those thick horned rims.
Your lecture, sir, is excellent,
breathtaking,
about the origin of life,
about our cute lovable cells,
about the destinies of maple molds and men.
But someone in the back row giggles.
Pardon me, sir, but you've
held class overtime.
Yes, sir,
it's already 1981.
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Bane Attacks
"I looked at the
bloodied woman
with her hair
in blonde
waves and
could not help
but think she
looked much like
my mother."

/

by
Carol
Hawkins

When I was thirteen seasons old. Hasan. the leader of the Othel mountain
people, came to our home and told my father and our Antaur men that the
Banes were going to attack us. Thirteen seasons before that the Banes had
attacked our village while the men were away. They had burned homes,
stolen horses and women, and killed the male children. When our men
returned, Banyon our leader, my father, promised the Antaur people they
would never be attacked again. I had been told many times the story of the
Baneattack and knew itwell, although I had never heard ittold in our house. It
upset my mother-vrnade her cry. This news of a new Bane attack upset my
mother greatly. She went outside when Hasan talked of being an ally to my
father; the Banes had raided the Othels many times. As my father gave
orders and prepared to leave, I remembered how I begged to go with him. I
was ripe thirteen! My mother had returned to help my father; and when she
heard my pleas, she grabbed my father's arm and gave him a look such as
only a wife and mother can. Hasan just laughed. "With Banyon alone the
Banes will worry. Lord's fear for them if his son comes, too!" he roared.
My father planned to attack first the Bane men who were camped in the
woods, and on the following night, raid the Bane village. Hasan agreed with
him that they could destroy them. That very night they killed many of the
Bane men and returned in early morning for fresh horses and food. They also
returned so that their beloved leader could get rest and medicine, for an axe
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had made a deep cut in his thigh. When our Antaur men rode their horses up
to the house my mother, as always, restrained herself from running out to
meet her man; but when Hasan and another big Othel helped my pale father
from his horse she flew to him. Helping my mother and Hasan strip him and
dress his wound, I saw that the meat of the thigh was still deep red. Hasan
pointed to its deepest part, "See here where it wants to turn pink and runny?"
My mother nodded, knowing that that was the part that had to be kept clean.
I wanted to ask my father if I could go with Hasan on the village raid, so I
touched his forehead to ask; but he was damp and burning, and my mother
pushed me gently away so she could sponge him.
I went out to the main room to ask Hasan, who was standing with his
shoulders rounded, staring at his hands. He took one look at me and
shrugged, "Your father is already asleep." I continued looking in his eyes.
Pushing back the blanket that separated my parent's room from the main
one, Hasan leaned in towards my mother and whispered to her. At hiswords
she hesitated, then nodded and returned to sponging the grimacing face of
my father. Hasan came out and spoke in a sotto voice, "He's in a great deal of
pain;" then he clutched my shoulders as if he were going to break me. "Your
father taught you to fight well=he, he has no fear." I remembered Hasan
laughing at me earlier, and I swore to myself I would be like my father.
As I readied my father's veteran stallion, a small but fast chestnut, I asked
myself if I could be like my father. I thought the right questions put to my soul
would test me.
My father praised his men but never spoke of his own prowess. He did not
need to, for all the men of all the peoples told how keen his aim was, how
strong his arm, how accurate and swift he was. Two stories of him were so
famous that almost any teller told it word for word as it had been told the first
time. The first story told how he tamed his magnificent war stallion. The horse
had been young and mean. Its owner promised to give it to anyone who
could ride it. My father had the horse driven into a barn, and he shut himself in
with it for three days. Without a saddle or bridle he rode the horse out of the
barn on the fourth day and not a welt or cut marred its sleek body. I still
remember the handsomeness of that animal. As long as that stallion lived, he
was as faithful to my father as a dog; and even on his dying day, no other man
could approach him. The second story told concerned my father's prowess
in battle. He had thrown an axe with his left arm, not even helping to swing it
with his right, and had sliced a man's head off so neatly the victim did not
even scream.
Hasan led the way to the Bane village on his ugly-headed, shaggy pony.
We lined the overhanging ridge that was so very close. Hasan, wordless
before, now spewed out instructions as we all nodded our heads and
watched. I tried so hard to listen, but I could not help but be distracted by the
rumblings inside me. In a phrase=I did not feel brave. I doubted my swiftness,
my aim, my strength, when it came to killing the blond Bane men my own age
that I saw walking below us, bare chested and carrying evening water, wood
and hay. Nor did I feel brave when I looked at the golden haired women with
children clutching the folds of their skirts. We could all smell sweet foods
baking in the homes. And I felt the least brave when I saw their leader,
handsome as my father, smile and kiss his war horse on the muzzle. Breaths
before we attacked, Hasan turned to my father's good friend and said, "I
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hope the flesh of Banyon's thigh stays well;" then he turned to me, clutching
my neck. "I hope your father truly sired you."
Hasan yelled, "Yurraghl" and the voices of his men howled with him as we
shot into that drowsy Bane village. I wanted to stay close either to Hasan or
our Antaur men who loved my father and thus me, but my horse thrust its
haunches into the earth, ears flattened, teeth snapping, and raced ahead,
ignoring my persistent tugs on the reins.
Around me, the Othels set fire to the houses, and our Antaur men clanged
their swords and axes against Bane's and shoved Antaur spikes into the
chests of Bane horses. I looked for someone to tell me what to do, but the
faces around me were snarling. Suddenly a naked Bane sprang before me
and circled his axe over his head, cursing. I still do not know how I knew to
move, but I chirped shrilly to my horse and made it lunge forward, swinging
my axe to meet the Bane's. The handles locked and we tugged at them-he
trying to pull me off and me trying to push him down. It was stupid of me to
push on him, but I knew if I freed my axe he would swing at my waist or leg.
Thank the lords my father's chestnut had fought before. He reared and
turned towards the Bane to bite and strike at him and we succeeded in
knocking the man against a barrel. His pale stomach exposed, I sank my axe
into his soft flesh. I had to clutch onto my horse's mane to remove it; I know
not whether the blade was stuck in his bone or the barrel's wood. Killing him I
still remember vividly=the others not at all.
When the fighting was done and the village was lit with burning homes I
became aware that my ears, deaf while fighting, hurt from the piercing
cacophony of screaming women and children. I sat idle on my chestnut.
Hasan,with much impatience, yelled at me as if I were a stupid peasant, "We
must kill all the males!" Hasan galloped towards a little boy that was
stumbling about and twisting the ends of his nightshirt. The mother, tousled,
with a man's spike ran towards the boy yelling, "Run, run, run!" She stood
before the child and faced Hasan. "Beast! Beast!" The force of Hasan's
galloping horse and the thrust of his arm made his spike run through them
both at once. I looked at the bloodied woman with her hair in blonde waves
and could not help but think she looked much like my mother.
On the way home, a pale sun and cool breeze made my horse repeatedly
break into a bouncy trot. as if we had merely gone for a brisk morning gallop,
and he had heard the grain dropped in his bucket at home. I would look at the
sky and pale green leaves, then turn him off the path to shady spots of soft
grass where I would sit and vomit yellow.
I joined Hasan in the front. He scratched the shaggy neck of his pony and
told me about his youngest daughter. He poked me, laughing, "She'd be the
kind of wife you would enjoy." Then he paused. "Your mother is most
beautiful. Though, I still think my eldest daughter is more so. I tried again and
again to get your father to take her after his first wife was killed, but for some
reason he wouldn't have her. Why he took your rnother-va Bane-sand
married her, I still don't understand. He's always said, though, she's a good
wife." A violent attack of hiccoughs came on me. Hasan told me to hold my
breath. Pummeling me hard on the back he asked, "What's wrong with
you?" With hiccoughs persisting I asked feebly, "My mother is a Bane?"
He looked at me amazed that I had not realized my mother was the only
blonde woman in our Antaur Village, then he roughly caressed my stubbly
chin. "When your father was young," he said, "he was as randy as a young,
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high-strung stallion. Then his first wife started popping up wherever he was,
her face all smiles. She was always cooking for him. At 15 she was a true
Antaur beauty--dark-eyed, ivory-skinned." Hasan laughed. "After they were
married, your father told me she was really a terrible cook and a fair
housecleaner. Seemed like all she could do was laugh and follow him
adoringly. It only mattered to him that she loved him. His men and mine were
on a hunting party to celebrate the birth of his son when the Banesattacked
your village. Remember last season when we killed that she-wolf and we
heard its mate howl?" I nodded. "You covered your ears. I wanted to cover
mine when your father saw his son on the end of a spike and that beautiful
woman of his naked and battered, hanging in his burned doorway. He
moaned and howled just like that wolf."
Hasan continued. "When we attacked the Bane village I knew he had lost
his wits when he took your mother. Raping her in front of her husband--their
leader-ewell, that I understood. But marrying her as if she wasn't a war prize,
especially when she despised him so, I couldn't understand. I offered him my
eldest daughter!"
I corrected Hasan, "My mother is a good wife."
"Yes. She even began to love your father while she was bearing you."
I knew my mother loved him a great deal. When my father was home, he
spent much of his time with her; she planned her days so she could spoil him.
In the evenings, she would cook for many, usually the single men and the
widowers; and when the food was in place with everyone sitting, she would
stop behind my father's chair and bend over his head to kiss his nose. Shesat
on his right, and he would hold her left hand and watch her for several
minutes, then finally let it go to eat. All the men would smile in appreciation of
her. Many times I had seen my father carry her into their room with that look
in his eyes that men get. I echoed Hasan's words, "She even began to love
your father ... ," and I tried to picture him raping her with others holding her
hands and feet. I was sick.
Once home, a string of men went in to my father who was now sitting up.
My mother placed food before me. I ate greedily, though I told her I was not
hungry. Saying nothing to me, she occasionally stopped to touch my hair or
kiss my cheek. I wanted to jump up and hug her saying, "Hasan killed a Bane
woman that looked so much like you. I'm so sorry for what my father did to
you. How can you love us? How can I make things right?" But not even the
words I formed in my head sounded complete, so I sat in silence until she
told me my father wanted to see me.
My father looked white and clear complexioned like men do when they've
been drinking a great deal of water. Motioning me to sit beside him on the
bed he said, "Hasan told me I truly sired you." He wanted to tell me he was
bursting with pride; but those things can not be said well by fathers; so I
babbled about the goodness of his veteran chestnut and its boldness in
battle. My words made my father's eyes sparkle; he loved his horses. Sitting
there, I thought how it had only been a season or two before that I had sat at
that same spot on his bed. As I lay in his arms he would stroke my hair and tell
me stories of princesses and good men on white horses who conquered bad
men with a just death. After I had grown quite sleepy, my mother would
come in to put me to bed; but he always carried me to my room and kissed
my mouth after he'd laid me on the pillows. I finished my talk of his horse, and
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he roughly hugged me against him. Very, very quietly, as if there was so much
of it it caused him pain, he said, "I love you, son."
My mother had been standing at the door, and she motioned me to leave
him. I kissed her good night, and she closed the blanket behind her. I knew
she would shed her clothes and join my naked father. In my own bed, I
listened to them whispering and to their bedclothes rustling, while I tried to
fight sleep. Sometimes the eyes have impressions burned in them, and shut
eyelids make the impressions re-appear; but sleep won that night without a
skirmish.
I awoke early the next morning from the sound of a brush going through
my mother's thick hair. Shewas naked before me with her dress draped over
a chair; evidently she did not want to wake my father. I had never seen her
unclothed before and I watched through squinting eyes her firm, pink breasts
while she braided her hair. Her figure made me recall the throatiness that
Hasan had used when he'd said my father had been "as randy as a young,
high-strung stallion." Thinking about Hasan'syoungest daughter, I hoped she
would look asgood as my mother, and then I noticed on Mother a thin, white
scar below her right breast, the kind made by a sharp blade. The sight of it
made me jump and stiffen and I wanted to run to my mother and enfold her
in my arms so I could promise her our village would never be raided again.
Two seasons later I married Hasan's daughter. It deepened the ties
between the Antaurs and the Othels and enabled me to leave my parent's
home. Oh, I desperately wanted to leave after that first time in battle. The
days after it I spent fighting in words with my father, testing the authority he
held over me like a young stallion wanting to gain the herd. I know now, even
as I knew then, that the arguments were rooted in the feelings I had when I
saw my mother's scar. After seeing it, as soon as she finished dressing and
left the house, Iwent to my father. He was asleep on his stomach with his face
turned towards the wall and I stood and watched the breath go in and out of
his body. Oh, I had to leave home ... for on that morning when I stood and
watched my father peacefully breathe, I almost .... I almost killed him.
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Season of the Concord
by Larry W. Smith
It is the season of the Concord,

life-clinging love spiraled vines.
Human hands pick the clusters,
bursting with blue of warm fire, of sky,
blue nectar of fruition,
blue with only a tinge of sadness,
blue and green, mixed with the autumnal.
The touch of hands departs;
the unlikely reminder withers;
leaves from arbors fall,
"Death is not yet, death is not yet."
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Eyes of Autumn
by Sheri Leidig

I have seen the auburn eyes of autumn,
with the light glinting through them
as they drifted to my feet.
And I have seen the grey eyes of winter,
that warm my heart, but chill my soul.
I have seen the blue eyes of spring,
that make me soft yet vital,
but stay all too briefly.
And then I have seen the hazel eyes of summer,
that part from me quickly,
but the memory lingers,
until again I see
the hazel eyes of summer.
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IV.

Do 110t go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

...

And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
+Dylan Thomas, Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night
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In the House of the Old
by [anci Renard

On this silent night,
I sit
and watch my candle burn
while listening to
the far off
(0 Come! All ye Faithful!)
verses.
I think
of what is on the shelf,
too high for me to reach.
It is the gift for
my daughter's daughter,
whom I seenever.
It gathers the dust of
three long Christrnasses
passed.
The carol's notes, now louder,
seem to me to melt
and change form from
sound to sight.
And I see
Girl Scout
Angels.
(Hark! The Herald Angels Sing!)
They have carolled through the
endless
corridor of
identical doors.
To mine, they have come. Come
in, I ask.
These girl-shaped angels,
curious of my starched bed
linen and musty comforter,
softly sing
(Away in a Manger)
and stare, through the
steel rod walls of the bed,
at my wrinkles.
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There is a clear-eyed one
by my spotted hand.
I want to ask her
something. I say,
for you there is,
up on a closet shelf,
a gift, all wrapped
and just for you.
Please take it and say,
thank you grandma.
She looks and climbs on the
vinyl chair as the
girls
(We wish you a merry Christmas!)
move on.
And she takes the
package from the shelf
and looks and
moves on.
(0 Holy Night!)
I have given my gift.
The room smells of hay.

Grandma
by Janet Renard

Grandma crocheted
herself into my

atgan.
My atgan Grandma made for me
is electric yellow
and 7-Up green.
So's Grandma.
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Clouds' Tears
by Beth Middietull

The long moan of the bigwooden door interrupted the silence of the room
I was entering. I paused for a moment, waiting for my eyes to adjust to the
sudden change in surroundings. A bright beam of light radiated through the
window across the room, and I could barely make out a dark silhouette of an
old woman hunched over in a rocking chair. A stale stench of rose talcum
powder, and camphor, and antiseptic, and dying flowers permeated the air.
The clicking of my high heels against the wooden floor sounded off like the
popping of gun-powder caps as I approached. Stopping behind her, I heard
the leaden, rhythmic" creak, creak" of her rocking chair and her slow, gasping
breaths keeping time with the rocker's "creak, creak, creak." I noticed the
matted, tangled, silver curls which covered her head in sparse patches. Her
pathetic hands dangled on the arms of the chair, all shrivelled and
weathered, with the dark brown speckles splattered on her grayish skin. Her
hands were fixed and immobile, except for an occasional arthritic twitch.
One hand was clasping the stem of an old withered daisy that she had taken
out of the now dried floral arrangement sitting on the antique table.
I looked at the old woman and forced a smile, but she never saw it. She had
not withdrawn her eyes for a second from their set gaze at the darkening
clouds outside the window. I saw a large round drop of water slowly creep
down the side of her face, from her eye to her cheek, until it fell off and hit the
floor. She looked unusually calm and peaceful, and one slight sigh interrupted
her gasping breaths. Then, the old woman strained to look at me as she
placed the dried up daisy she had been clutching in her wrinkled hand into
my palm. As the dead flower fell into my palm, it crumbled into dusty
particles.
It had turned very dark outside. The drizzle collected in small beads that
streamed across the glass as the wind blew them into a million thin rivers.
And as the drops became bigger, I remembered that Granny had always
called them clouds' tears.
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The Juggler
by George E. Curran, III

/

As Chicago's winter winds bit and bellowed, a tattered old man trudged
across the expansive Federal Building Plaza. A crumpled brown bag and
newspaper clutched to his body, the man moved slowly and deliberately
toward a small, granite bench in the middle of the plaza. Hewalked haltingly,
and his thin overcoat violently flapped like the flag above him, but he reached
his destination. He slid the newspaper from under his arm and spread it
meticulously across the bench--careful of the wind, and sat down. He then
placed the sack on his lap, peeled the worn and smudged white gloves from
his bony hands, and with great ritual, kneaded his fists and stretched his
fingers. Prepared, he drew from the bag three circus colored balls--the first
red, the second yellow, the last blue--and with a jerk, sent them careening
into the gr ay sky. The old man watched with detached interest as the blurred
balls metamorphosed into arcs, rings and ovals of different sizes, shapes, and
heights. Nimbly, almost magically, the wrinkled, bluish fingers controlled the
balls with mechanical dexterity, sending the spheres into the atmosphere
with seemingly little effort or thought as the wind battled for control of the
floating balls. Suddenly, the magic dispersed, and the balls fell into the old
man's hands and disappeared into the paper sack. The old man struggled to
his feet, gathered his newspaper, and once again trekked across the plaza,
brown sack in hand, as the blasting wind whipped and tore at his shabby coat.
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